Mast cells and cancer--no longer just basic science.
The incorporation of new anti-cancer kinase inhibitors within cancer management is rapidly increasing. Mast cells are sensitive to several of these new anti-cancer agents most notably to c-Kit inhibitors. As a result, studies investigating the role of mast cells in tumors may have direct clinical relevance and consequently, important clinical implications. Here we review some of the basic attributes of mast cells, especially those related to the new "targeted" drugs. Mast cell roles such as modulators of regulatory T-cells, inducers of angiogenesis and promoters of clot formation are discussed. We also review recent mouse tumor models and human pathological data which implicate mast cells as having both pro- and anti-tumor growth properties. These studies expose a complex, emerging picture of mast cell involvement in tumor biology. It seems that mast cell modulator drugs may improve the efficacy of anti-tumor therapy under certain circumstances, whilst under others, may negatively affect drug efficacy.